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Abstract
Liquid metals and alloys have been proposed for use in nuclear fusion reactors to serve as re-
placeable plasma-facing surfaces that remove particles and heat from reacting plasmas. Several
materials are being considered for this purpose including lithium, gallium, and tin as well as some
of the alloys made from these elements. In order to better understand the properties of liquid
surfaces, the technique of low-energy ion scattering was used to examine the surface composition
of several of these materials in vacuum as a function of temperature. Oxygen is found to rapidly
segregate to the surface of several metallic liquids. The segregation process can be interpreted
using a simple thermodynamic model based on Gibbs theory. In the case of an alloy of Sn and Li,
Li also segregates to the liquid surface. This provides a means to produce a surface enriched in Li,
which is more plasma compatible than Sn, without the need to handle large quantities of liquid Li.

Keywords: liquid metals, tin, lithium, surface segregation, low-energy ion scattering, plasma-
surface interactions, magnetic fusion reactors.

1. Introduction
Liquid plasma-facing surfaces are being considered as an advanced materials option for mag-

netic fusion energy reactors, particularly in the divertor region where solid materials may not
survive over long operating periods. Because liquid surfaces can be replenished, they offer the

possibility of handlinghigh powerloads, recoveringfromplasmadisruptions, andtolerating intense

bombardment by neutrons and other plasma particles 1,21. The low-melting temperature metals,

lithium, gallium, and tin, have been selected as candidate liquid materials, based on their plasma

compatibility, reactivity with fusion neutrons, and thermodynamic properties. Additionally, alloys

made from these elements are also being considered, such as a binary alloy of Sn and Li.

Since the surface composition of a material can be different than its bulk composition, a

question of fundamental interest is: what is the composition of a liquid plasma-facing surface?

This question is of considerable practical importance for the development of fusion technology

as plasma-surface interactions are necessarily influenced by surface composition. As a first step

in answering this question, the surface composition of liquid lithium and a tin-lithium alloy have

been examined using low-energy ion scattering (LEIS) spectroscopy. This technique can provide

top-layer analysis of both solid and liquid materials, enabling the outer surface composition to be

measured and distinguished from the subsurface composition. There apppear to be no previous

reports of using LEIS to analyze liquid metal surfaces, although it has been used to a limited extent

for surface analysis on liquid organic materials 13-6].
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2. Experimental

2.1 Sample Preparation
Preparing clean surfaces of liquid Li and Sn-Li requires several procedures to avoid the buildup

of oxide layers. For the Li measurements, high-purity 99.9%) Li foil was supplied in Ar-filled
ampoules, which were opened in a dry Ar atmosphere glove box. Li disks (8 mm diameter and
50 m thick) were cut from the foil and mounted on a sample assembly containing a resistance
heater and thermocouple. The sample assembly was loaded and sealed inside a hermetic transfer
canister. The canister was then transported to the analytical apparatus and attached to a load lock,
which allowed the sample assembly to be installed on a manipulator inside the ultra-high vacuum
(UHV) analysis chamber without air exposure. The solid sample surface was sputter cleaned using
a rastered He+ beam and then heated to the melting point of Li (I 80.5 Q. After several sputtering
and heating cycles, the liquid Li surface appeared smooth and highly reflective.

For the Sn-LI alloy measurements, the alloy was prepared in-situ by melting a stack of high-
purity S 99.99%) and Li metal foils. Referring to the molar volumes of Li and S, (I 31 and 16.3
cm respectively) one finds that a 5: S-Li foil thickness ratio gives the desired alloy composition
of Sno.sLiO.2. Based on the Sn-Li binary phase diagram, this composition leads to the formation of
a phase with a melting temperature near 222 'C 7]. The preparation procedure was similar to that
used for pure Li. Several layers of 250 gm S foil and 50 m Li foil were placed in contact and
punched into mm disks. The outer layers were made from S to reduce Li evaporation during
reaction of the metals. Alloy formation was observed to be exothermic and commenced near the
melting point of Li.

2.2 LEIS Measurements
Low-energy ion scattering data were obtained in a UHV apparatus with a base pressure of 90

nPa. The apparatus consists of an ion source connected to an analysis chamber, which contains
a sample manipulator and a hemispherical, electrostatic, ion-energy analyzer. The ion source
produces monoenergetic (AE <1 eV), mass-analyzed, inert-gas ion beams in the energy range
between 0 I to 3 keV. The manipulator positions the sample in front of the ion source/analyzer and
provides electrical connections for temperature control and ion current monitoring. The energy
analyzer is mounted on a turntable that allows the observing angle (i.e., the scattering angle) to be
varied from 15' to 90'. The arrangement and the scattering process is diagrammed in Fig. .

Figure 1. Arrangement and angle
definitions for LEIS measurements.
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3. Results

3.1 Liquid Li
Energy spectra of He+ scattering from the surface of Li in the solid and liquid phases are shown

in Fig. 2 Peaks in the spectra result from the energy loss of He+ due to quasi-elastic collisions with
surface atoms of different masses, which can be identified using the kinematic relationship given
in Fig. 1. For in-situ sputter-cleaned, high-purity 99.9%) Li samples, the solid surface was almost
entirely composed of Li. Upon melting the clean Li sample, two effects were observed. First, the
intensity of He+ scattering from Li surface atoms increased by almost a factor oftwo. Second, the
presence of oxygen at the liquid surface was detected. The only atom species observed at the liquid
surface were Li and No evidence for higher atomic-number elements on the liquid surface was
found. Based on the experimental data and calculated cross sections for I keV He+ scattering, the
estimated composition of te I iquid at 300 C was about 90% lithium and IO% oxygen, indicating
a bulk-to-surface segregation ratio on the order of 100.

8
Li

1 keV He+ Lithium

Figure 2 LEIS energy spec- 6 ---
-C
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The surface composition of liquid Li was monitored as a function of temperature and the

results are shown in Fig. 3 For these measurements, the sample was heated to 300 'C and then

allowed to cool down across the liquid to solid phase transition with the heater switched off. This

procedure prevented any perturbing effects, such as outgassing or changing electromagnetic fields,

from interfering with the measurements due to the operation of the heater. The data were recorded

in a multiplex mode by setting the analyzer to detect ions at a set of energies corresponding to

the peaks in the ion energy spectrum. The signal at each ion energy was integrated for a short

period and recorded along with the temperature of the sample. This process was repeated as the

sample cooled. The results indicated that the surface oxygen level was substantially higher while

the sample was in the liquid phase than in the solid phase. A sharp change in surface composition

occurred near the freezing point of the Li. The Li scattefing and recoil signals remained relatively

constant in both phases.
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3.2 Liquid Sn-Li
For the Sn-Li system, LEIS measurements were first made of the outer Sn layer on the stacked

foil sample before melting. An ion energy spectrum of the clean Sn surface is shown in Fig. 4,
along with a spectrum of pure Li. The observation angle for the measurements was chosen after
taking into account the tradeoff between sensitivity and mass resolution. Scattering signals are
stronger at smaller angles, since collision cross sections increase with decreasing scattering angle.
In contrast, mass resolution increases with scattering angle. It was found that detecting scattered
ions at an angle of 45' provided good sensitivity to Li and poduced scattering peaks from Li, ,
and Sn that were well separated.

3
1 k9V He+ Sn

Figure 4. LEIS energy spectrafor I 0 = 45'a = 68'ke V He+ incident on solid, sputter- T=25-C
cleaned Li and Sn. The Sn signal 2

Mis more intense than the Li signal 0
due to the increase in the scattering 0
cross section with atomic number Li
The position where the scattering z 1
signalfrom surface occurs is in- %%% 0
dicated.
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After preparing the liquid Sn-Li alloy using the procedure described above, the surface com-
position of the sample completely changed. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows LEIS spectra
recorded before and after melting the sample. Immediately upon melting, Sn disappeared from
the surface and only Li and were detected.
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With time, Sn reappeared at the surface and an equilibrium was reached after about 2 x 103 

at 250 'C. Ion energy spectra were recorded after equilibration at each of several temperatures.
The peak areas of the scattering signals were computed after subtraction of an inelastic scattering
background and the areas were divided by the corresponding scattering cross sections, which
were calculated using an appropriate screened Coulomb potential. This procedure enabled the
equilibrium composition of the liquid surface to be estimated as a function of temperature. The
results are shown in Fig. 6 The surface coverage of Li increased with temperature and it appeared
to be the major component at temperatures from 400 'C to at least 500 'C. When the sample was
briefly heated to 800 'C, significant Li evaporation occurred. Consequently, only limited LEIS
measurements were made above 500 'C, which indicated that the Sn surface coverage increased
at higher temperatures.
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Figure 6 Equilibrium surface com- Sn
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4. Discussion
The liquid surfaces of Li and Sn-Li are affected by segregation of impurities, such as 0, and

in the case of Sno.81,iO.2, by segregation of the minor alloy component Li. The formation of a
surface layer with altered composition can be predicted by Gibbs segregation theory[7]. Species
that lower the surface tension of a material tend to segregate to its surface. At equilibrium, the
surface energies of the various components are balanced, leading to a surface composition that
may be quite different than the bulk composition. For the materials in the present study, the surface
tensions of the constituent elements as liquids are in the order <Li<Sn, with values of 20, 390,
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and 525 mN/m, respectively 9-1 ]. Consequently, one predicts to segregate to the surface of
Li, and and Li to segregate to the surface of S, in agreement with the present results. Similar
segregation effects have also been observed with X-ray reflectivity measurements on liquid Ga-In
and Ga-Bi alloys 12, 131.

The rate at which segregation occurs is determined by the diffusivity of the segregating corn-
ponents. In a liquid, it is expected that solutes will move at least as fast as the self-diffusion rate. In
liquid Li, the self-diffusivity is of the order of 1-1 CM2/s at 375 'C 14]. This high value suggests
that segregation occurs rapidly, on a time scale that is much shorter than that of the measurements
reported here (IO s).

Thecomposition of aliquidsurface isdeterminednotonly by segregation, butalsoby processes
that remove surface atoms. Two mechanisms by which this occurs are sputtering and evaporation.
The ion beam used to analyze the surface had a small enough flux < 04 /CM2-S) to not significantly
alter the surface during the measurements. Surface oxide evaporation rates are rather small, but Li
evaporation can be significant. At 325 'C, Li evaporates at about I monolayer/s 1015 /CM2-s) and
the evaporation rate increases strongly with temperature. At a sufficiently high temperature, the
evaporation rate can exceed the segregation rate, leading to a depletion of surface Li in the Sn-Li
alloy. The combined effects of segregation, sputtering, and evaporation can be modeled and for
the case of Sn-Li, regimes are found in which the surface is enriched in either Li or S, depending
on the incident particle flux and temperature 2]. Above 700 'C a Li enriched surface will not
persist.

There are several implications of these measurements in considering the use of liquid metals
in a fusion environment. The following comments apply mainly to the use of liquids in the divertor
region of a magnetic fusion reactor, where a flowing liquid surface would interact directly with the
plasma. First, oxygen segregation and sputtering is expected to be an initial, but perhaps transient,
source of plasma contamination for many, if not all, liquid systems. A conditioning procedure,
such as with a He glow discharge, may be needed prior to fusion plasma operation to reduce surface
oxygen content to an acceptable level. Removal of from liquid surfaces exposed to a plasma
is expected to readily occur as the segregates and is sputtered away. If there are not additional
sources of 0 in the liquid system or in the plasma, the liquid should become purified with continued
plasma operation. Second, the surface composition of liquid Sn-Li is initially enriched in Li as well
as 0. This is expected to lower the flux of Sn initially sputtered from the liquid surface by plasma
particles. However, at high incident particle fluxes or high surface temperatures, the segregated
layer can be quickly removed through sputtering or evaporation. This may limit the allowable
plasma exposure time and require a fast flow rate for a liquid Sn-Li surface, in order to preserve
the Li-enriched layer.

It is possible that the segregation behavior of Li to liquid S surfaces could be used to advantage.
Since Sn has several desirable characteristics in comparison to Li (e.g., lower chemical reactivity,
lower vapor pressure, lower cost), it may be a more tractable working fluid for a divertor component.
However, a significant disadvantage is the high atomic number of Sn (50), which causes it not to
be tolerated in high concentrations as an impurity in fusion plasmas. By using a Sn-Li alloy or
by adding small amounts of Li to pure liquid Sn, it may be possible to produce a Li-enriched
plasma-facing surface with better plasma compatibility than would be achievable with S alone.
This would reduce the need to process and handle large quantities of liquid Li in the reactor.

5. Summary

The surface composition of the liquids Li and Sn-Li two advanced materials being considered
for use inside magnetic fusion reactors, were studied using LEIS. Oxygen segregates to both Li and
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Sn-Li surfaces and lithium segregates to the Sn-Li surface. The driving force for this segregation
appears to be the reduction of surface energy, as expected from a consideration of the surface tension
of the liquid elements. Surface oxygen is a source of plasma contamination, but the segregation
of Li could be an advantageous property for the use of Sn-Li or S in the fusion environment.
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